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Abstract: The catalytic performance of heterogeneous catalysts can be tuned by modulation of the 

size and structure of supported transition metals, typically regarded as the active sites. In single-

atom metal catalysts, the support itself can strongly impact the catalytic properties. Here we 

demonstrate that the size of ceria (CeO2) support governs the reactivity of atomically dispersed 

palladium in carbon monoxide (CO) oxidation. Catalysts with small ceria nanocrystals (4 

nanometers) exhibit unusually high activity in a CO-rich reaction feed, whereas catalysts with 

medium-size ceria (8 nanometers) are preferred for lean conditions. Detailed spectroscopic 

investigations reveal support size-dependent redox properties of the palladium-ceria interface.  

One-Sentence Summary: Control over the size of metal oxide support allows for tuning the 

activity of noble metal heterogeneous catalysts.  
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Main Text: Development of sustainable and efficient chemical processes heavily relies on 

catalysts. Most heterogeneous catalysts are based on transition metal nanoparticles (NPs) finely 

dispersed over an inexpensive solid metal oxide support. The high surface-to-volume ratio of 

supported NPs increases metal utilization, which is particularly important for structure-insensitive 

reactions catalyzed by precious noble metals (1). To maximize the use of these highly active, yet 

costly metals, catalysts with atomically dispersed metals (single-atom catalysts, SACs) are being 

extensively developed (2–5).  

Decreasing the size of noble metal species impacts their reactivity (1, 6–8). For example, size-

induced perturbations in the electronic structure of few-nanometer gold clusters on titanium 

dioxide render them remarkably active in low-temperature carbon monoxide (CO) oxidation, in 

contrast to larger gold NPs (9–11). However, further dispersing metal entities down to single atoms 

can also adversely affect catalytic activity. For example, clusters of metallic platinum supported 

on oxides of silicon and zirconium are more reactive toward CO oxidation than isolated platinum 

species (12). In SACs, every (noble) metal center is coordinated by the atoms of the support. 

Hence, the chemical properties of the support and metal-support interactions (MSIs) strongly 

modulate the activity of the catalyst (13–16).  

Cerium dioxide (ceria, CeO2), a key component of automotive catalytic converters, is particularly 

known for strong MSIs with noble metals, rendering them stable in highly dispersed form (17–

19). To limit agglomeration of the active phase in noble-metal SACs, low metal loadings, high-

surface-area (nanosized) supports, or both are commonly used (20–24). Nanostructuring can 

notably change the chemical properties of ceria (25–28). Combining a surface science approach 

with theoretical calculations, Vayssilov et al. demonstrated that lattice oxygen atoms can 

spontaneously migrate from nanosized ceria to platinum clusters (~2 nm), a process that is 

energetically unfavorable on extended CeO2 surfaces (29). Carrettin et al. used small (~4 nm) 

crystallites instead of bulk CeO2 as a support for 3-nm gold NPs to achieve a two orders of 

magnitude increase in low-temperature CO oxidation activity (30).  

The effect of ceria particle size on the catalytic properties of atomically dispersed noble metals, 

however, is yet unexplored. We used flame spray pyrolysis (31) to prepare in a single step 

palladium-ceria SACs with variable size of the support (4 to 18 nm). Using CO oxidation as a 

probe reaction, we demonstrate that the reactivity of the prepared nanocomposites strongly 

depended on the size of ceria particles. Through a combination of advanced in situ spectroscopy 
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tools and steady-state kinetic studies, the strong impact of the size-dependent redox properties of 

the palladium-ceria interface on the catalytic performance is highlighted. This work demonstrates 

an unconventional approach to tailoring the properties of metal-based catalysts by changing the 

size of the support.  

Pd catalysts with different sizes of CeO2 support 

To prepare ceria with variable sizes, we used flame spray pyrolysis (FSP) (32). The size and redox 

properties of the obtained ceria NPs was controlled by the injection rate of the liquid feed 

containing cerium precursor during FSP (figs. S1 to S4). We prepared 1 wt % Pd/CeO2 catalysts 

(PdFSP) in a one-step FSP process using a solution containing both metal precursors, which 

resulted in partial doping of ceria with the noble metal (31). High-resolution high-angle annular 

dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images (Fig. 1A and 

bright-field STEM displayed in fig. S6) demonstrated that octahedral NPs of Pd/CeO2 were 

synthesized. The size range from 4 to 18 nm was obtained by changing the injection rate from 1 to 

15 ml/min (table S1). Throughout this work, we focus on three principal sizes of PdFSP catalysts: 

(i) small 4-nm NPs; (ii) medium 8-nm NPs; and (iii) large 13-nm NPs (Fig. 1A). 

 

Fig. 1. Structure and reducibility of FSP-derived 1 wt % Pd/CeO2 nanocomposites with 
varying size of the CeO2 support. (A) HAADF STEM imaging and EDX elemental mapping of 

prepared materials. Labels “S”, “M” and “L” refer to catalysts with small (~4 nm), medium (~8 

nm) and large (~13 nm) size of CeO2, respectively. (B) High-resolution synchrotron-based powder 

XRD data (λ=0.18233Å). (C) H2-TPR profiles and hydrogen consumption quantification data. 

 

Elemental mapping by energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) revealed the highly dispersed 

nature of Pd species in small and medium PdFSP, whereas additional Pd clusters of ~2 nm could 
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be seen on large PdFSP after prolonged electron beam exposure (figs. S7-S8). Synchrotron-based 

powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) exhibited exclusively CeO2 reflections, indicating the absence of 

Pd/PdO phases (Fig. 1B). The sizes of PdFSP crystallites derived from XRD data (fig. S9) were 

in good agreement with microscopy and physisorption data (fig. S10 and table S1).  

The palladium-ceria interactions in PdFSP nanocomposites were strongly affected by the size of 

CeO2 as probed by temperature-programmed reduction in hydrogen (H2-TPR) (Fig. 1C and fig. 

S11). The first peak of reduction (α) in small PdFSP that appeared at ~200 °C indicated a strong 

interaction between CeO2 and Pd that is typical for a highly-dispersed Pd-oxo species (33). As the 

size of the PdFSP particles increased, this feature shifted to lower temperature and finally split into 

two peaks (α’ and α’’), indicating weaker MSIs in these samples. We attributed an additional 

reduction peak for large PdFSP to the presence of PdOx clusters.  

Quantification of H2-TPR data (table S2) revealed that the reducibility of PdFSP nanocomposites 

strongly depended on their size, even when normalized to the total surface area. From analysis of 

x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data, we concluded that Pd in small and medium PdFSP 

samples (Fig. 2A and fig. S12) was present as highly dispersed Pd2+ species strong interacting with 

CeO2 (Pd 3d5/2 binding energy ~338 eV) (31, 34). For large PdFSP NPs (> 10 nm), an additional 

weak component at ~336 eV was observed that we attributed to PdOx (x < 1) clusters (31, 35).  

 

Fig. 2. Spectroscopic characterization of PdFSP samples with small (S), medium (M), and 
large (L) CeO2 NPs. (A) XPS spectra of Pd 3d core line region acquired for fresh PdFSP samples. 

(B) R-space k3-weighted EXAFS spectra of fresh PdFSP samples acquired at the Pd K-edge. (C) 
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In situ DRIFTS during CO adsorption at -20 °C on fresh PdFSP samples. The CO was set to 0.3 

ml/min, resulting in a partial pressure of 2 mbar in the DRIFTS cell. 

The fitting of Pd K-edge extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) revealed the 

predominantly isolated nature of Pd-oxo species with ~4 oxygen atoms in the first coordination 

shell and 2 to 3 atoms of Ce in the second shell (Fig. 2B, fig. S13, and table S3)) for all samples. 

However, a weak contribution of Pd-Pd scattering at ~2.7 Å with a coordination number (CN) ~ 1 

in the EXAFS of large PdFSP pointed to the presence of small PdOx clusters. To probe the 

speciation of Pd at the very surface of the NPs, we used diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier-

transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) of CO adsorbed at -20 °C (Fig. 2C). The in situ DRIFTS spectra 

of small and medium PdFSP NPs exhibited one major IR band at ~2140 cm-1 assigned to CO 

linearly adsorbed on oxidized single-atom Pd species (31, 33, 36, 37). The additional CO bands 

observed at lower frequencies (2096, 2050 and 1900 cm-1) for larger PdFSP NPs could be linked 

to the presence of semi-reduced and clustered Pd species (31, 33, 36, 37).  

Both the overall intensity of carbonyl bands in DRIFTS spectra and the Pd/Ce surface atomic ratios 

derived from XPS increased with CeO2 size (table S1). These results indicated surface enrichment 

of Pd on large CeO2, which could in turn cause lower Pd dispersion. To test this assumption, we 

prepared a series of reference Pd/CeO2 samples using wet impregnation of FSP-made CeO2 NPs 

of different sizes (denoted as PdFSPimp, figs. S14 to S18, table S4). The CO DRIFTS spectra of 

the low-loaded (0.46 wt%) PdFSPimp sample with large CeO2 NPs were similar to those of its 1 

wt% counterparts prepared by impregnation and the one-step FSP method, displaying bands 

related to agglomerated Pd species (fig. S19).  

We inferred that weak MSIs are the most likely reason for the observed clustering of Pd on large 

CeO2. The size of CeO2 NPs strongly influenced the Pd speciation in both one-step FSP-prepared 

(PdFSP) and wet-impregnated (PdFSPimp) samples. Strong MSIs in PdFSP NPs of 8 nm and 

below caused Pd to be exclusively present as isolated sites on and in the CeO2 surface. Weaker 

MSIs in large PdFSP NPs (>10 nm) led to coexistence of atomically dispersed and clustered Pd 

species in the as-prepared catalyst.  

Pd speciation during catalytic CO oxidation  

We used CO oxidation to probe the activity of FSP-made Pd/CeO2 nanocomposites. Each catalyst 

was pretreated in oxygen and subsequently three light-off measurements from -20° to 300°C were 

performed (Fig. S20). All PdFSP catalysts could oxidize CO at room temperature (Fig. 3A and 
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fig. S21). Strikingly, the low-temperature CO oxidation activity (<100 °C) strongly depended on 

the size of the CeO2 support. At moderate temperature (~150°C), small PdFSP displayed a lower 

activity than medium and large PdFSP, which already achieved full conversion at this temperature. 

According to light-off catalytic tests, ceria NPs of ~ 8 nm were optimal for low-temperature CO 

oxidation on PdFSP (Fig. 3B). Despite the difference in preparation method, the optimal support 

size for impregnated (PdFSPimp) catalysts was similar (9 nm) and followed the same overall 

activity trend (fig. S22).  

We used in situ DRIFTS to shed light on the speciation of Pd under low-temperature CO oxidation 

conditions (75°C). Figure 3(C) shows that Pd single atoms, represented by the ~2140 cm-1 

carbonyl band, remained dominant in small PdFSP, even after reaction at 300°C. These sites were 

particularly active in CO oxidation at low temperature (31, 33, 36, 37). A higher concentration of 

atomically dispersed Pd in the medium-sized sample, manifested by a more intense ~2140 cm-1 

band, could explain its superior activity at low temperatures (Fig. 3B).  

In contrast to the as-prepared state, low-frequency bands (below 2100 cm-1) were also present and 

likely indicated the formation of metallic Pd clusters during CO oxidation. Metallic Pd species 

were less active than Pd single atoms at low temperature but could substantially contribute to 

overall activity > 125°C (31, 38). On large PdFSP, the fraction of metallic and clustered Pd species 

was considerably higher than that of atomically dispersed Pd, which explained its limited activity 

at low temperature. The plateauing of the CO oxidation activity at a temperature of ~125°C (Fig. 

3A) on medium and small NPs predominantly populated by isolated Pd species stemmed from the 

weaker adsorption of CO on single-atom Pd sites as compared to metallic sites (fig. S23).  

To probe the stability of Pd-oxo species at elevated temperature (300°C) we used surface-sensitive 

synchrotron-based near-ambient pressure XPS. During CO oxidation at elevated temperatures, Pd 

species were stable in the form of highly-dispersed Pd-Ox-Ce moieties (~338 eV) (Fig. 3D). Given 

that DRIFTS for medium and large PdFSP indicated the formation of reduced Pd clusters at low 

temperature and even more so after heating up to 300°C, we speculate that these clusters were of 

low nuclearity and may redisperse during CO oxidation at high temperature, akin to the dynamics 

observed for Pt clusters on CeO2 (39). This hypothesis was supported by the minor contribution 

of Pd-Pd scattering (CNPd-Pd ~ 1) in EXAFS of used medium and large PdFSP samples (fig. S24). 

As we noted above, redispersion during CO oxidation at elevated temperature does not occur for 

larger Pd/PdO NPs on CeO2 (38). 
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Fig. 3. Catalytic performance and Pd speciation under reaction conditions. (A) CO oxidation 

light-off curves from -20 to 300 °C (3rd run). (B) Low-temperature activity as a function of CeO2 

size in PdFSP catalysts. Reaction conditions: 1% CO and 1% O2 in He (GHSV ~180,000 ml gcat
-1 

h-1). (C) In situ DRIFTS spectra acquired during CO oxidation at 75 °C before and after heating 

up to 300 °C in reaction mixture. Reaction conditions: 1% CO and 1% O2 in He, total flow 100 

ml/min. (D) In situ NAP-XPS Pd 3d spectra of the catalysts exposed to an equimolar CO+O2 

mixture (1 mbar) at 300 °C. Spectra were acquired at 490 eV, corresponding to an inelastic electron 

mean free path (IMFP) of  ca. 5 Å. 

The resistance to sintering of single-atom Pd species in small PdFSP NPs originated from the 

strong MSI. With increasing size of CeO2, these interactions became weaker, which resulted in 

lower stability of atomically dispersed Pd under reaction conditions. The facile transfer of oxygen 

from the CeO2 support to Pd sites strongly affected both the activity and stability of Pd-oxo species 

(31, 33). Hence, it is possible that the observed ceria support size effects stem from the difference 

in redox properties and oxygen mobility in the prepared nanocomposites. 

Oxygen mobility at palladium-ceria interface 

We used in situ resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES) to study the redox properties of 

palladium-ceria interface in the prepared nanocomposites. This technique allowed us to monitor 

the Ce4+/Ce3+ ratio at the very surface (inelastic mean free path ~5 Å), minimizing the contribution 

of bulk Ce atoms (29, 34). As the surface-to-volume ratio changes with the size of PdFSP NPs, 

RPES is a particularly well-suited spectroscopic probe. The valence band photoelectron spectra of 

small PdFSP (Fig. 4A) exhibited the highest relative intensity of the Ce3+ resonant peak (DCe
3+) 

with respect to the Ce4+ (DCe
4+) one and off-resonance spectra. As shown in table S5, the fraction 

of Ce3+ in CO at 175°C decreased with the size of ceria NPs, suggesting size-dependent reducibility 
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of the surface. Interestingly, the reduction of Pd-oxo species was incomplete under these 

conditions, and medium PdFSP displayed pronounced stabilization of Pd2+-O-Ce moieties (fig. 

S25). We infer that oxygen removal by CO involved both Pd and Ce cationic species and was 

influenced by the size of the support, which was consistent with temperature-programmed 

reduction in CO (fig. S26) and pulsing CO titration (table S6) data.  

The size-induced changes in redox properties of PdFSP strongly altered the kinetics of CO 

oxidation. For catalysts with 4 nm ceria, the reaction order in CO was particularly high (+1.3), 

whereas it decreased drastically for larger NPs (>7 nm) to +0.2 for 13 nm PdFSP (Fig. 4B). The 

opposite trend was observed for the reaction orders in oxygen. For the small PdFSP, it was 

unusually low (-0.2) and increased to +0.3 for large NPs. The trend in reaction orders was similar 

for the PdFSPimp catalysts (table S7). These data suggested that CO oxidation on large PdFSP 

likely followed the Mars-van Krevelen mechanism, which involves oxygen transfer from the 

support typical for conventional Pd/CeO2 catalysts (38).  

The unusual reaction orders observed for small PdFSP indicate that oxygen poisoned Pd sites in 

catalysts with small ceria NPs, necessitating high pressures of CO to achieve high catalytic 

activity. In a recent theoretical work, such reactivity was ascribed to Pd redox transitions between 

several formal oxidation states of metal during a catalytic cycle (40). In fact, as shown in Fig. 4C, 

under CO-rich reaction conditions (CO:O2 = 4:1), small PdFSP exhibited much higher activity 

than the larger PdFSP NPs. Catalysts highly active under these demanding conditions could 

contribute to solving the cold-start problem of current emission control systems, where the exhaust 

feed initially rich in CO limits the activity of conventional noble-metal NP catalysts (41, 42).  

To directly probe the evolution of the CO coverage on Pd sites, we performed in situ DRIFTS 

experiments under conditions similar to those used in the reaction orders study (Fig. 4D). A higher 

partial pressure of CO for large PdFSP caused only minor changes in Pd speciation and the 

intensity of the CO2(g) IR band reflecting the CO oxidation activity. For medium PdFSP, adding 

more CO increased the activity but also caused reduction and aggregation of Pd-oxo species, as 

manifested by an increase in the intensity of low-frequency bands (<2100 cm-1). In contrast, no 

additional bands appeared in spectra of small PdFSP exposed to a CO-rich atmosphere. Consistent 

with the high CO reaction order, the increased CO2 evolution and intensity of the ~2140 cm-1 band 

suggested that CO was competing with O species on single-atom Pd sites during the reaction. We 
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argue that the high stability of Pd-oxo species in small PdFSP and their poisoning by oxygen arose 

from facile oxygen transport at the palladium-ceria interface.  

 

Fig. 4. CO oxidation kinetics and oxygen transfer at palladium-ceria interface. (A) In situ 

RPES valence band spectra of the catalysts exposed to 1 mbar of CO at 175°C. The intensities of 

the Ce4+ and Ce3+ spectral features, which appear at the respective resonant energies (125 eV – 

Ce4+; 121 eV – for Ce3+; 114 eV – off resonance), were used to estimate the Ce3+ atomic fraction.  

(B) Reaction orders measured at 75°C as a function of CeO2 size in PdFSP catalysts. Prior to 

measurements, catalysts were stabilized in the reaction mixture at 75°C for ~14 h. GHSV ~240,000 

ml gcat
-1 h-1, conversion kept below 8%. (C) Steady-state activity at 75 °C in rich (CO:O2=4:1) and 

lean (CO:O2=1:4) conditions. GHSV ~240,000 ml gcat
-1 h-1, conversion kept below 8%.  (D) In situ 

DRIFTS study of CO partial pressure effect on CO oxidation at 75ºC on PdFSP samples. Reaction 

conditions: 1 to 3% of CO and 1% of O2 in He at a total flow of 100 ml/min. Prior to changing the 

partial pressures the catalysts were stabilized on stream for ~30 min. (E to G) Normalized in situ 

Raman spectra for PdFSP samples in various gas environments. The spectra in isotope-labeled 

mixture were acquired after 8 h of exposure. Reaction conditions: 1% CO and 1% 16O2 (18O2) in 

He at a total flow of 100 ml/min. 
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Further evidence for the high oxygen mobility in PdFSP catalysts with small ceria NPs was 

obtained from in situ Raman spectroscopy coupled with isotope labelling experiments. Following 

the decreasing size of ceria crystallites in PdFSP, the most intense Ce-O band located at 463 to  

465 cm-1 (F2g) broadened, whereas the relative intensity of bands assigned to intrinsic and extrinsic 

defects at 600 to 660 cm-1 (D1 and D2, see fig. S27) increased (Fig. 4, E to G) (43, 44). When the 

O2 feed was replaced by a CO+O2 reaction mixture at 75°C, the band at 829 cm-1, attributed to 

adsorbed peroxo O2
2- species became more intense for all samples, indicated that there was a higher 

concentration of oxygen vacancies (Ov) under reaction conditions (33, 43).  

In the absence of Pd, the increase in intensity of this peroxo peak was very small upon switching 

from O2 to CO+O2 (fig. S28). Accordingly, we conclude that noble metal species induce the 

formation of Ov and facilitate oxygen activation during low-temperature CO oxidation. The groups 

of Kwak and Corma arrived at a similar conclusion for Pd/CeO2 and Au/CeO2 catalysts, 

respectively (33, 45, 46). To test the possibility of ceria lattice oxygen exchange with gas-phase 

O2 under actual reaction conditions, we replaced the C16O+16O2 feed by C16O+18O2 at 75° and 

175°C (Fig. 4, E to G). As expected from surface adsorbates, the peroxo species exhibited a strong 

red shift (from 829 to 782 cm-1) after complete replacement by 18O2
2- species (47). After prolonged 

exposure (8 h), a slight red shift of F2g band was most pronounced for small PdFSP with respect 

to larger NPs, as evidenced by the difference spectra (Fig. 4, E to G, bottom panel). Such a shift 

indicated partial exchange of 18O2 with Ce-16O moieties (48), the extent of which increased at 

175°C. Importantly, the shift in F2g band was negligible in Pd-free sample regardless of 

temperature (fig. S28). Altogether in situ Raman data emphasizes the distinctive redox properties 

of PdFSP catalysts with small CeO2 NPs that give rise to facile oxygen transfer at the palladium-

ceria interface.  

Discussion 

Aimed at maximum utilization of noble metals, the design of highly dispersed catalysts often 

involves using nanosized metal oxide support materials with a large surface area. We demonstrated 

that the size of the CeO2 support could strongly affect the reactivity of highly dispersed Pd/CeO2 

catalysts towards oxidation of CO. The observed size dependence was linked to different redox 

properties of the FSP-prepared Pd/CeO2 nanocomposites. The strong MSIs between palladium and 

ceria and the high oxygen mobility in small PdFSP (4 nm) led to oxygen poisoning of Pd single 

atoms and limited the activity of the catalyst in low-temperature CO oxidation. Moderate 
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reducibility of ceria and oxygen mobility at the metal-support interface in medium PdFSP NPs (8 

nm) gave rise to a lower reaction order in CO and earlier CO oxidation light-off. Because of weaker 

MSI and muted oxygen transfer, single Pd atoms are prone to reduction and sintering in large 

PdFSP (13 nm), which led to inferior activity of the catalyst at low temperature. 

We show that by changing the size of ceria support, we could fine-tune the kinetics of low-

temperature CO oxidation and achieve high activity, even in CO-rich reaction mixtures. Our results 

show that high oxygen mobility led to stabilization of atomically dispersed noble metals on small 

ceria, consistent with the recently reported unusual durability of few-atom Pd, Pt and Rh species 

on 5-nm CeO2 supported on alumina (37). The concept of support-size-dependent redox properties 

of the metal-ceria interface can be extended to other important catalytic reactions involving 

Ce3+/Ce4+ dynamics, such as CO2 hydrogenation (49), the water-gas shift reaction (48), and 

propane dehydrogenation (50).  
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Materials and Methods 

Catalyst preparation 

FSP synthesis was performed with a TETHIS NPS10 apparatus. Cerium (III) acetate hydrate 

was dissolved in a mixture (50:50 vol%) of glacial acetic acid and 2-ethylhexanoic acid to yield a 

0.15 M precursor solution for CeO2 synthesis. To ensure complete solubility of cerium acetate, the 

mixture was mildly heated to 60–70 °C and stirred for 1 h. After cooling to ambient temperature, 

the solution was used to fill the syringe of the FSP apparatus. To sustain the flame, flows of 1.5 

l/min of methane and 3.0 l/min of oxygen were used. Oxygen also served as a dispersion gas at a 

rate of 5 l/min. The PdFSP samples (1 wt% Pd/CeO2) were prepared by one-step FSP. For that an 

appropriate amount of Pd (II) acetylacetonate was dissolved together with cerium (III) acetate 

hydrate in a mixture (50:50 vol%) of glacial acetic acid and 2-ethylhexanoic acid to yield 0.15M 

(based on Ce content) precursor solution. To obtain PdFSP with different particle sizes of the 

support, the liquid feed injection rate was varied (i.e.,  1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, and 15 ml/min). At 

each injection rate, the overpressure at the nozzle was adjusted to 2.5 bar. PdFSPimp catalysts 

were obtained by wet impregnation of FSP-made CeO2 supports with 1 wt% Pd (unless stated 

otherwise). For this purpose, an appropriate amount of Pd(NO3)2∙2H2O was dissolved in 

demineralized water (~10 mL) and the resulting solution was poured onto the CeO2 powder 

prepared by FSP at different injection rates (i.e., 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, and 15 ml/min). The 

suspension was stirred and slowly heated without boiling until it dried. To remove the remaining 

water the sample was placed in a drying oven overnight. The final step was calcination of the 

sample at 300 °C in air. 

 

Catalytic activity measurements 

For the catalytic tests, the samples were pressed, crushed, and sieved to a fraction between 

125 and 250 μm. The sieved fraction (typically 50 mg) was then mixed with silicon carbide (200-

300 mg) to avoid bypassing of the gas flow and formation of hot spots. This mixture was loaded 

in a quartz tube reactor and enclosed between two quartz wool plugs. The catalysts were pretreated 

in situ under a flow of 20 vol% O2 in He at 300 °C for 1 h and then cooled to room temperature. 

The reactor was flushed with He and cooled to -20 °C by a home-made liquid nitrogen cooling 

system. The light-off CO oxidation catalytic tests followed by mass-spectrometry were performed 

from -20 °C to 300 °C at a ramp rate of 5 °C/min. The reaction mixture contained 1 vol% CO and 

1 vol% O2 in He, with a total flow of 150 ml/min. Repeated light-off cycles were performed on 

the same catalysts after cooling to -20 °C. CO conversion was estimated from the mass-

spectrometry (Balzers TPG-300) data by following the CO (m/z=28), O2 (m/z=32) and CO2 

(m/z=44) signals (m/z=44) and was verified by gas chromatography (GC). The GC analysis 

(Interscience Compact GC 4.0) of effluent was done using RT-Q-Plot and Molsieve columns and 

thermal conductivity detectors (TCDs). To determine the reaction orders, an appropriate amount 

of catalyst was loaded to maintain the CO conversion below 8%. The reference reaction mixture 

was 1 vol% O2, 1 vol% CO in He at a total flow of 200 ml/min. Prior to changing the partial 

pressures of reactants (CO and O2), the catalyst was stabilized in the reference reaction feed for 

~14 h to reach the steady state. To determine the reaction orders, partial pressures of CO and O2 

were varied from 0.5 vol% to 4 vol%. 

 

Characterization 

Lab-based powder X-ray diffraction measurements were performed on a Bruker Phaser D2 

diffractometer with Cu Kα source. The crystallite size of PdFSP and PdFSPimp samples was 
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estimated with the DiffracEva software and the implemented Scherrer equation applied to the CeO2 

reflection at 47.5o corresponding to the (220) crystal plane. Synchrotron-based powder X-ray 

diffraction was performed at ID31beamline (ESRF, Grenoble) at λ = 0.18233 Å. A Dectris 
Pilatus3X CdTe 2M detector was employed to acquire the data in Debye-Scherrer geometry. Using 

the GSAS II software, Rietveld refinement was employed to determine the crystallite size of FSP-

made CeO2 nanoparticles.  

The N2 physisorption at -196 °C was performed with TriStar II 3020 apparatus. The Brunauer-

Emmet-Teller (BET) method was employed to estimate the surface area of the prepared materials. 

The size of the nanoparticles was estimated using equation (1) assuming spherical nanoparticles 

and equation (2) assuming octahedral nanoparticles. As is the surface area determined by BET and 

ρp is the density of the material (7.2 g/cm3). Better correlation with TEM and XRD data was found 

under assumption of octahedral shape of nanoparticles.  𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 (𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛) =
6000𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠∗𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝  (1)  𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 (𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜)(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛) =  

600004∗𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠∗𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝∗√2   (2) 

ICP-OES was performed to determine the loading of Pd. The measurements were done on an 

AMETEK SpectroBlue apparatus. Around 25 mg of the sample was dissolved in 5 ml of 

concentrated H2SO4 at 200 °C.  After cooling the solution, demineralized water was added for 

dilution. All solutions were prepared in duplo to verify the reproducibility of the results. A 

calibration line with concentrations between 0 and 2 mg/l of Pd was used. 

High resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (HRSTEM) and high-angular 

images were acquired with an aberration-corrected Thermo Fisher Scientific Titan microscope 

operated at 120 kV. The sample was deposited on a graphene grid in order to improve the contrast 

and the stability of the particles. A “beam shower” of 20 minutes was applied before STEM 

imaging to avoid the build-up of carbon contamination. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDX) measurements were carried out using a ChemiSTEM system and analyzed using the Velox 

software. The EDX-STEM datasets were acquired with a 150 pA beam current and a total time 

acquisition of approximately 10 min. An average filter with kernel size 3 was applied to the 

elemental maps. Bright-field STEM images were collected on a FEI Tecnai 20 microscope 

operating at acceleration voltage of 200 kV. No less than 100 particles were counted to estimate 

the average particle size from TEM data. 

H2 temperature-programmed reduction (H2-TPR) was performed on a Micromeritics 

Autochem II 2920. The device was equipped with a U-shaped quartz reactor, a computer-

programmed oven, and a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). Around 50–75 mg of catalyst was 

placed between two quartz wool plugs in the U-shaped reactor. Before the reduction each sample 

was pretreated in situ to remove adsorbed gasses and impurities. During the pretreatment the 

sample was heated to 300 °C in a 5 vol% O2/He flow at 50 ml/min. After that the sample was 

cooled down to room temperature and flushed with a flow of helium for 30 min. The reduction 

was performed using a 4 vol% H2/He flow at 50 ml/min and ramping the temperature to 700 °C at 

a rate of 10 °C/min. The H2 consumption registered by TCD was then plotted as H2-TPR profile. 

CO temperature-programmed reduction (CO-TPR) was performed using a home-built setup 

equipped with an online mass spectrometer (Balzers TPG-300). Typically, around 50 mg of the 

catalyst was placed in a quartz tube and fixed between plugs of glass wool. All samples were 

pretreated in situ using a 20 vol% O2/He flow at 100 ml/min at 300 °C for 1h. After cooling of the 

sample to room temperature, the oxygen was turned off and for 20 minutes the reactor was flushed 

with He. The sample was then cooled to -20 °C by a home-built liquid nitrogen cooling system. 

Then the flow was switched to 1.33 vol% CO/He with a total flow of 150 ml/min and the reduction 
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was performed by ramping up the temperature at 10 °C/min from -20 °C to 450 °C. The CO2 MS 

signal (m/z=44) was used to plot the CO-TPR profiles. 

CO pulsing experiments were performed using a home-build pulse setup equipped with a 

mass spectrometer (Balzers TPG-300). Typically, around 50 mg of the sample was fixed between 

two quartz wool plugs in a stainless-steel reactor tube. Each sample was pretreated in situ to 

remove adsorbates and impurities. During pretreatment the sample was heated to 300 °C for 1 h 

under a 33 vol% O2/He flow at 60 ml/min. After that, the sample was cooled in pretreatment flow 

to 175 °C, followed by switching the flow to pure He and the catalyst was flushed for 1 h at 100 

mL/min. After flushing, the flow of He was decreased to 25 ml/min and pulses of CO were 

introduced every 5 min by a 6-way valve with a sample loop of 100 µL. The amount of CO 

consumed by the sample was calculated from the peak areas of CO signal (m/z=28) and considering 

fragmentation of CO2. CO pulsing was performed until no changes of the peak areas were 

registered.  

Ultrahigh vacuum X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a Thermo 

Scientific K-Alpha spectrometer equipped with monochromatized Al Kα X-ray source operating 

at 72 W. Powder samples were deposited on a double-sided carbon tape and the spectra were 

measured at a pass energy of 50 eV. The dual-beam flood-gun was used to compensate the surface 

charging. All the spectra were processed using the CasaXPS software package. The binding energy 

scale was adjusted by the U’’’ component of the Ce 3d core line located at 916.7 eV as an internal 

energy reference (31,35,38,49). The Pd to Ce surface atomic ratios were estimated using respective 

atomic sensitivity factors. The XPS spectra were fitted using symmetric pseudo-Voigt function, 

referred to as GL (30) in CasaXPS software. For the Pd 3d spectra containing metallic component, 

an asymmetric pseudo-Voigt function referred to as LF (0.76, 1.5, 55, 300) in CasaXPS was used. 

The Ce 3d spectra were fitted according to the models reported earlier (31,49). 

Surface-sensitive in situ resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES) and near-ambient 

pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (NAP-XPS) were performed at the APXPS endstation 

of SPECIES beamline at the MAX IV Laboratory. Photoelectron spectra were acquired using a 

SPECS Phoibos NAP-150 electron analyser featuring a differential pumping system that allowed 

in situ XPS measurements in a gaseous environment. The experimental geometry implied a normal 

take-off angle. The analysis chamber was pressurized using calibrated mass flow controllers and 

high-purity gases. To avoid charging effects, the samples were pressed into aluminium foil and 

fixed onto the stainless-steel sample holder. For the experiments shown in Fig. 3 (D) and Fig. S25, 

a pretreatment was performed by heating the samples to 300 °C in 1 mbar of O2. The samples were 

then cooled to ambient temperature and a mixture of CO+O2 (1:1) was introduced in the analysis 

chamber and the pressure was fixed to ~1 mbar. Subsequently, the samples were heated to 300 °C 

in the reaction mixture and stabilized for 30 minutes prior to spectra collection. The Pd 3d core-

line spectra were recorded at 490 eV of incident photon energy and 50 eV of pass energy. After a 

linear background subtraction, the spectral lines were fitted in a similar manner to the lab-based 

UHV XPS data. For the experiments shown in Fig. 4(A), the catalysts were pretreated in 1 mbar 

of O2 at 300 °C, cooled to 75 °C and NAP cell was filled with pure CO (1 mbar). Next, the samples 

were heated to 175 °C and after stabilization for 30 min, the Pd 3d spectra were acquired at 490 eV 
of incident photon energy and 50 eV of pass energy. For the RPES study, a variable photon energy 

was used for selective excitation of Ce 4d−4f transitions related to Ce3+ and Ce4+ states (29,31,34). 

The Ce3+/Ce4+ ratios were determined by the heights of the respective resonant peaks (29,31,34). 

Following this approach, the concentration of Ce3+ at the very surface (<1 nm) can be obtained. 
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Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) was carried out using 

Bruker Vertex 70V with an MCT-detector and Harrick-design in-situ DRIFTS cell. Typically, 25-

50 mg of the sample powder was placed in the in situ cell. The thermocouple was in direct contact 

with the catalyst bed and the temperature was controlled by a PID thermocontroller (Harrick). The 

sample was pretreated in situ in 20 vol%O2/He flow at 300 °C. After cooling to room temperature, 

the sample was evacuated and further cooled to -20 °C by liquid nitrogen. When the sample was 

stabilized at -20 °C, a background spectrum was collected. Then CO was admitted at 0.28 ml/min 

and a total pressure in the cell reached 2 mbar. Upon exposure of the sample to CO, a series of 

spectra, 50 scans per spectrum in the 3800 - 1000 cm-1 range and 2 cm-1 resolution, were acquired 

until no changes between the collected spectra were visible.  For the in situ DRIFTS experiments, 

the fresh sample was pretreated as described above. After cooling down to 75 °C the background 

spectrum was acquired, and the flow was switched from 1 vol% O2 in He (total flow 100 ml/min) 

to reaction mixture of 1 vol% CO + 1 vol% O2 in He (total flow 100 ml/min). The catalyst was 

stabilized for ~30-40 minutes and then an in situ IR spectrum (150 scans) was measured. Then 

DRIFTS spectra at different stoichiometries of reaction mixture were acquired (1:1, 2:1 and 3:1, 

of CO to O2 respectively). 

Transmission infrared Fourier-transform spectroscopy study of low-temperature CO 

adsorption on the bare CeO2 supports was performed using a Bruker Vertex 70v spectrometer 

equipped with a DTGS-detector. Approximately 10-15 mg of CeO2 powder were pressed into self-

supporting discs of 13 mm and mounted onto a homebuilt transmission infrared cell. The samples 

were pretreated at 300 °C in 200 mbar O2, cooled to room temperature and evacuated. 

Subsequently, the sample holder was cooled to −170 °C by supplying liquid N2 to internal cooling 

circuit and the background spectra were recorded. After that, 1 mbar of CO was dosed to the cell 

and the spectra were recorded. Each spectrum was collected by averaging 64 scans with a 

resolution of 2 cm−1 in the 4000–1000 cm−1 range.  

X-ray absorption spectroscopy was performed at the BALDER beamline of the MAX IV 

laboratory in Lund, Sweden. Data were collected at the Pd K edge (24350 eV) in transmission 

mode. The Pd foil measured in transmission mode was used for energy referencing. The samples 

were pelletized into self-supporting discs. The collected spectra were background subtracted and 

normalized using the Athena software package. EXAFS fitting of the k3-weighted data was 

performed with the Artemis software. Scattering paths were calculated with FEFF6 using the 

crystal structures of Pd, PdO and DFT-optimized Pd-doped ceria model (31). The amplitude 

reduction factor S0
2 was determined by fitting the first-shell Pd–Pd scattering paths in R-space 

EXAFS spectrum of Pd foil with the coordination number fixed to 12. 

In situ Raman spectra were acquired with Witec Alpha 300 Raman microscope equipped with 

532 nm laser and 50X Zeiss lens objective. The laser power was limited to 2 mW and the grating 

was set to 1200 g/mm. Single spectrum was recorded for one minute The Linkam CCR1000 cell 

was used for in situ measurements. The samples were pelletized and put into the sample cup of the 

cell. Each sample was pretreated in 20% O2 in He (100 ml/min total flow) at 300 °C. Raman spectra 

were recorded at 75 °C in O2 and subsequently the reaction feed (1% CO and 1% 16O2 in He, 100 

ml/min total) was introduced by switching a four-way valve. The spectra were collected, and the 

reaction mixture was replaced by the labelled feed (1% CO and 1% 18O2 in He, 100 ml/min total). 

Samples were exposed to oxygen-labelled reaction mixture for ~8 h after which the unlabelled 

feed was introduced. Similar experiment was performed at 175 °C. Averaging and linear 

background subtraction were performed during processing of the Raman data. 
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Supplementary Text 

Size-dependent redox properties of FSP prepared CeO2 nanoparticles 

We prepared a set of ceria supports with different particle sizes using flame spray pyrolysis. 

Madler et al. (32) showed that the ceria particle size can be controlled by changing the injection 

rate of the liquid feed during FSP synthesis. This was explained by variations in the residence time 

and size of the precursor droplets sprayed in the flame, which strongly affect the crystallization 

process (32, 51). Using cerium acetate as a precursor and a mixture of 2-ethylhexanoic and glacial 

acetic acid (50:50 vol%) as solvent, we prepared CeO2 samples at injection rates ranging from 1 

to 10 ml/min. Transmission electron microscopy images (Fig. S1) and corresponding particle size 

distribution plots (Fig. S1) revealed that the size of CeO2 nanoparticles can be tuned in the range 

of 5 to 13 nm by adjusting the feed injection rate. Synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

patterns of the as-prepared samples (Fig. S2a) only exhibit the characteristic reflections of the 

cubic phase of ceria (Fm3m). The systematic broadening of the diffraction peaks upon decreasing 

the injection feed rate indicates a decrease in the CeO2 crystallite size.  

The redox properties of the obtained supports were studied using temperature-programmed 

reduction in hydrogen (H2-TPR). For all CeO2 samples, we can distinguish two main reduction 

features in the H2 consumption profiles: a low-temperature peak (α) at ~300-325 °C and a broad 

feature (β) at 400-500 °C (Fig. S2b). As bulk reduction of CeO2 usually occurs at higher 

temperature (i.e., ~800 °C), the α and β features can be related to surface oxygen reduction (52). 

A prominent β peak in TPR profiles is typical for CeO2 with a high surface area, i.e., with a 

crystallite size smaller than 20 nm (28,52). The α feature becomes stronger with decreasing particle 
size. The appearance of this feature at substantially lower temperatures than the β one points to a 
presence of additional type of reactive oxygen species. Thus, the low-temperature α peak is a 
distinctive signature of very small ceria nanoparticles (<10 nm). The integral hydrogen 

consumption increases strongly when the particle size of CeO2 decreases (Fig. S2c). This is in line 

with the earlier finding that small ceria nanoparticles are more reducible in this temperature range 

due to the enhanced surface-to-volume ratio (28).  

 

Time-on-stream behavior of PdFSP samples  

The catalysts were stabilized for ~14 h on stream prior to reaction rate measurements to ensure 

sufficiently low (<10%) and stable CO conversion levels. As shown in Fig. S30, the initial decay 

of CO oxidation activity is very different for small, medium and large PdFSP sample. The rate of 

the activity loss (indicated by the slopes k1, k2, k3) is the highest for large PdFSP, followed by 

medium and small PdFSP. To better understand the differences in time on stream behavior of the 

samples, we employed in situ DRIFTS. The catalysts were pretreated at 300 °C in 20% O2 in He, 

cooled to 75 °C, and the feed was switched to a mixture of 1%CO+1%O2 in He (total flow 100 

ml/min) (Fig. S31). The intensity of the gas-phase CO2(g) band in the IR spectrum of large PdFSP 

evidences its highest activity after 5 min of reaction (mind the different scale in IR data plots) as 

compared to other samples, in line with the time-on-stream data (Fig. S30) and light-off tests (Fig. 

S20). We explain the initial high activity of large PdFSP by the presence of single-atom Pd-O 

species, characterized by the intense 2143 cm-1 band (38, 36, 31). After 40 min on stream, these 

species almost entirely disappear, likely due to their reduction and sintering. As a result the IR 

spectra are dominated by carbonyls of suboxidized and metallic Pd clusters (2089 and ~1900 cm-

1, respectively), while the decrease in the CO2(g) band points to a lower activity of the catalyst in 

this state. Reduction and sintering of highly dispersed Pd-O species is a common cause of activity 

loss in low-temperature CO oxidation (53, 38, 36, 31).  
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In contrast to large PdFSP, single-atom Pd-O species in small PdFSP are much more stable, 

even after 90 min on stream (Fig. S31). Thus, the initial decay of the activity (indicated by the 

decreasing CO2(g) IR band) cannot be linked to the evolution of Pd species. Several studies have 

shown that a decrease in CO oxidation activity of ceria-based catalysts can be caused by blockage 

of oxygen vacancy sites by reaction products and accumulation of carbonate and formate surface 

species (54, 55, 56). As shown in Fig. S31, small PdFSP is particularly prone to accumulation of 

(hydro)carbonates likely due to the abundance of surface oxygen vacancies (related to the high 

surface area) and the different redox properties. Recently, in a combined theoretical and 

experimental approach, Kim et al. showed that deactivation of single-atom Pd/CeO2 catalysts can 

be linked to removal of surface oxygen atoms of ceria lattice (33) activated by adjacent Pd sites. 

Accordingly, we speculate that  the removal of oxygen atoms from ceria lattice and accumulation 

of surface carbonates are the likely reasons for the slower loss of the activity of small PdFSP as 

compared to large PdFSP (Fig. S30). For the latter case, reduction and clustering of highly 

dispersed Pd-O species is a major reason for the fast decay in the activity.  

DRIFTS spectra of medium PdFSP (Fig. S31) suggest partial reduction and clustering of Pd 

species. We propose that the intermediate rate of activity loss of medium PdFSP (Fig. S30) is due 

to a combination of two processes: (i) partial reduction of Pd-O species and (ii) lattice oxygen 

removal accompanied by accumulation of surface carbonates. It is important to note that the 

reaction rate studies of PdFSP samples were performed after ~14 h on stream to ensure stable and 

low conversion levels, as well as to capture the intrinsic difference in kinetics of CO oxidation 

over the catalysts. 

 

Results of the Rietveld refinement 

In Table S8, we summarized the unit cell parameters for the CeO2 supports as well as the 

PdFSP and PdFSPimp samples obtained from Rietveld refinement of synchrotron-based XRD data 

(Fig. S5). Regardless of the preparation method, we see only a slight decrease of the lattice 

parameter with an increasing size of the ceria particles. This can be caused by the lower number 

of local defects and lower concentration of Ce3+ ions in the lattice of larger particles and their 

higher crystallinity (57). When comparing lattice parameters of similar-sized CeO2 and Pd/CeO2 

samples prepared by one-step FSP and by impregnation, no evidence of significant lattice 

expansion/contraction was found. Substitution of Ce4+ ions by ions with smaller in ionic radii (such 

as Pd2+) can cause the contraction of the ceria lattice (58, 59). However, substitution of a 4+ ion 

by a 2+ ion leads to Ce3+ ions to retain the electroneutrality of the lattice. These Ce3+ ions cause 

the expansion of the ceria lattice (60, 61). The minor changes in the lattice parameter, observed in 

this work, are likely caused by the superposition of these two counteracting effects. This 

hypothesis can also explain the controversial results reported in literature: both contraction (58, 

59) and expansion of the ceria lattice by introduction of Pd ions (62, 63) have been reported. 

Finally, we note that also sample displacement, not uncommon for lab-based powder XRD 

measurements recorded in the Bragg-Brentano geometry, can also cause notable shifts of 

diffraction peaks, and may thus be another reason for the discrepancies in the literature (64). 
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Fig. S1. Bright-field STEM images and particle size distribution plots. CeO2 nanoparticles 

were prepared by FSP with different injection rate of the liquid precursor (1 to 10 ml/min). 
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Fig. S2. Characterization of CeO2 powders prepared by FSP with variable injection feed rate 
of the liquid precursor (1 to 10 ml/min). a) Synchrotron powder XRD patterns acquired at λ = 

0.18233 Å. b) H2-TPR profiles of fresh FSP-CeO2 prepared at different injection rates. c) 

Quantification of H2 consumption (250-550 °C) for the FSP-CeO2 supports. As mentioned in the 

supplementary text, the size of ceria NPs affects the redox properties as observed by H2-TPR.  
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Fig. S3. CO oxidation light-off curves for FSP-made CeO2 supports of different size. The 

temperature ramp up was performed from to 30 to 300 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min. The ramp down 

curve was measured during unrestrained cooling of the furnace overnight. Reaction conditions: 

1% CO and 1% O2 in He (GHSV ~180,000 ml gcat-1 h-1). Ceria nanoparticles without Pd do not 

display low-temperature CO oxidation activity (<100 °C). At elevated temperature (>200 °C), 

small (5 nm) and medium (8 nm) nanoparticles are more active than larger ones (15 nm, 

comparable to commercial ceria), which can be explained by the lower surface area of the latter. 
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Fig. S4. Transmission FTIR spectra of fresh catalysts collected during CO adsorption at -
170 °C. The samples were first pretreated in O2 at 300 °C and then cooled down to RT and 

evacuated. Further cooling was performed via circulation of liquid nitrogen within the sample 

holder. After reaching -170 ºC CO was dosed up to a pressure of 1 mbar. the major IR band located 

at 2154 cm-1 in all samples corresponds to CO adsorbed on Ce4+ sites of (111) CeO2 facets (65, 

66). In the spectrum of small CeO2 only a minor contribution of 2176 cm-1 band can be observed, 

which may be attributed to CO adsorbed on Ce3+ sites of (111) CeO2 and/or on (110)-terminated 

CeO2 surfaces (65, 66). Based on these data we conclude that CeO2 nanoparticles prepared by FSP 

predominantly expose the most thermodynamically stable (111) surfaces.  
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Fig. S5. Example of the 2theta range used for Rietveld refinement of synchrotron-based (λ = 
0.18233 Å) XRD data obtained in Debye-Scherrer geometry.  
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Fig. S6. Bright-field STEM images and particle size distribution plots. 1 wt% Pd/CeO2 

nanoparticles (PdFSP) were prepared by one-step FSP (mixture of Pd and Ce precursors) with 

different injection rate of the liquid precursor (1 to 15 ml/min). The size of PdFSP NPs increases 

with the injection rate and the particle size distribution broadens. 
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Fig. S7. HAADF STEM imaging and EDX elemental mapping of PdFSP samples. Labels “S”, 

“M” and “L” refer to catalysts with small (~4 nm), medium (~8 nm) and large (~13 nm) size of 

CeO2, respectively. Ceria particles are predominantly (111) faceted. On small and medium PdFSP, 

no Pd/PdO NPs were discerned and Pd is homogeneously distributed over the support. On large 

PdFSP some small clusters (< 2 nm) can be detected alongside highly dispersed Pd. 
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Fig. S8. HAADF STEM imaging of large PdFSP sample. Prolonged electron beam exposure 

causes Pd migration and agglomeration in to larger NPs. 
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Fig. S9. XRD patterns of PdFSP samples prepared at different injection rate. Increase of the 

injection rate during FSP leads to narrowing of ceria diffraction peaks in line with the increase of 

crystallite size. Diffraction peaks related to bulk Pd/PdO phases cannot be discerned. 
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Fig. S10. Particle sizes of PdFSP determined by different methods. Good agreement between 

XRD (Scherrer equation), physisorption (BET) and TEM data was found. 
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Fig. S11. H2-TPR profiles for PdFSP samples. As the particles of the support increase in size, 

MSI between palladium and ceria weaken, which results in the shift of reduction peak to lower 

temperature. 
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Fig. S12. Photoelectron spectra of Pd 3d core level for PdFSP samples. Pd 3d5/2 component at 

337.8 eV, attributed to highly dispersed Pd2+-Ox-Ce moieties, dominates the spectra for all 

samples. Only for large NPs (> 10 nm) an additional component at 336.1 eV appears, which 

indicates the presence of a small fraction of PdOx (x<1) clusters in these sampels. 
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Fig. S13. EXAFS data for PdFSP samples and reference compounds acquired at the Pd K-
edge. a) R-space k3-weighted EXAFS. b) k-space k3-weighted EXAFS. For large PdFSP a small 

contribution of Pd-Pd scaterring is present. 
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Fig. S14. Bright-field STEM images and particle size distribution plots. 1 wt% Pd/CeO2 

nanoparticles (PdFSPimp) were prepared by wet impregnation of FSP-CeO2 NPs obtained with 

different injection rate of the liquid precursor (1 to 15 ml/min). The size of PdFSPimp NPs 

increases with the injection rate and the particle size distribution broadens. 
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Fig. S15. XRD patterns of PdFSPimp samples prepared at different injection rate. Increase 

of the injection rate during FSP leads to narrowing of ceria diffraction peaks in line with the 

increase of crystallite size. Diffraction peaks related to bulk Pd/PdO phases cannot be discerned. 
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Fig. S16. Particle sizes of PdFSPimp determined by different methods. Good agreement 

between XRD (Scherrer equation), physisorption (BET) and TEM data was found. Slightly larger 

size of PdFSPimp NPs as compared to PdFSP may stem from the wet impregnation step followed 

by calcination at 300 °C. 
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Fig. S17. H2-TPR profiles for PdFSPimp samples. As the particles of the support increase in 

size, MSI between palladium and ceria weaken, which results in the slight shift of reduction peak 

to lower temperature. Overall lower reduction temperatures and lower H2 consumption (Table S2) 

with respect to PdFSP samples indicate weaker interaction between Pd and CeO2 in these samples. 
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Fig. S18. Photoelectron spectra of Pd 3d core level for PdFSPimp samples. The supports were 

prepared by FSP and subsequently impregnated with 1 wt % Pd. The Pd 3d5/2 component at 337.8 

eV, attributed to highly dispersed Pd2+-Ox-Ce moieties, dominates the spectra for all samples. In 

contrast to PdFSP an additional component at 336.1 eV appears already in medium PdFSPimp 

samples, which indicates the presence of a small fraction of PdOx (x<1) clusters. This is in line 

with weaker MSI in PdFSPimp concluded from H2-TPR data. 
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Fig. S19. CO adsorption at -20 ºC followed by in situ DRIFTS for fresh PdFSPimp samples. 
Flow of CO was fixed to 0.3 ml/min yielding 2 mbar of total pressure in the in situ cell. The single-

atom nature of Pd sites manifested by ~2140 cm-1 band in spectra of small CeO2 nanoparticles is 

preserved even for impregnated samples. Yet we note a slightly higher contribution of CO 

carbonyls related to Pd clusters in case of large nanoparticles of PdFSPimp than for PdFSP. This 

can be explained by the higher Pd surface concertation due to impregnation preparation method of 

PdFSPimp. To account for differences in Pd surface concentration, we prepared a reference sample 

by impregnating large CeO2 with a lower Pd loading (0.46 wt%) to reach the amount of Pd per 

unit of surface area (based on BET surface area analysis) as for the small nanoparticles. Although 

the overall intensity of CO bands decreased due to the lower concentration of Pd (see scale bars), 

some agglomerated Pd species (~2050 and ~1900 cm-1 bands) are still observed. Thus, we infer 

that weaker MSIs are the major cause of the lower stability of Pd single atoms on large CeO2 

instead of differences in the Pd surface concentration. 
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Fig. S20. Consecutive CO oxidation light-off curves for small, medium, and large PdFSP 
samples. The temperature ramp was performed from to -20 to 300 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C/min. 

Reaction conditions: 1% CO and 1% O2 in He (GHSV ~180,000 ml gcat
-1 h-1). Three consecutive 

light-off runs were performed. 
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Fig. S21. CO oxidation light-off curves for PdFSP samples of different size. The temperature 

ramp was performed from to -20 to 300 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C/min. Reaction conditions: 1% 

CO and 1% O2 in He (GHSV ~180,000 ml gcat
-1 h-1). Three consecutive light-off test were 

performed, and the third run is shown in the figure. Clearly the CO oxidation strongly differs as a 

function of PdFSP size. 
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Fig. S22. CO oxidation light-off curves for PdFSPimp samples of different size. The 

temperature ramp was performed from to -20 to 300 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C/min. Reaction 

conditions: 1% CO and 1% O2 in He (GHSV ~180,000 ml gcat
-1 h-1). Three consecutive light-off 

test were performed, and the third run is shown in the figure. Clearly the CO oxidation strongly 

differs as a function of PdFSPimp size similarly to PdFSP catalysts. Overall PdFSPimp samples 

exhibit worse low-temperature CO oxidation activity than PdFSP of similar size. This may stem 

from the lower Pd dispersion in PdFSPimp as evidenced by DRIFTS (Fig.S19).  
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Fig. S23. In situ DRIFTS spectra of medium PdFSP. The spectra were acquired during CO 

oxidation at 75 °C and 125 °C in reaction mixture (1% CO and 1% O2 in He, total flow 100 

ml/min). The absence of the band related to CO adsorbed on atomically dispersed Pd species 

(~2140 cm-1) at elevated temperature points to their weaker adsorption with respect to linear- and 

bridge-bonded CO on metallic Pd (~2075 cm-1 and ~1900cm-1, respectively). Importantly, the 

high-frequency band related to Pd single atoms is evident in the spectra of the small and medium 

PdFSP after the reaction at 300 °C (Fig. 3(C)) confirming that the absence of ~2140 cm-1 band at 

elevated temperature stems from the reaction/desorption of CO rather than from instability of 

atomically dispersed Pd species. 
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Fig. S24. EXAFS data for used PdFSP samples and reference compounds acquired at the Pd 
K-edge. a) R-space k3-weighted EXAFS. b) k-space k3-weighted EXAFS. The data is acquired for 

the samples exposed to reaction mixture (1% CO and 1% O2 in He, total flow 100 ml/min) at 300 

°C during DRIFTS experiments shown in Fig. 3(C). For used medium and large PdFSP catalysts 

the presence of a small contribution of Pd-Pd scattering is accompanied by a slight decrease in Pd-

O CNs with respect to fresh samples (Table S3). This goes in line with partial clustering of Pd 

under reaction conditions evidenced by DRIFTS (Fig. 3(C)). 
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Fig. S25. Synchrotron radiation based in situ NAP-XPS data. Pd 3d spectra of the catalysts 

exposed to 1 mbar CO at 175 °C. Spectra were acquired at 490 eV, corresponding to an inelastic 

electron mean free path (IMFP) of ca. 5 Å. In all samples reduction of Pd-oxo species to Pd0 (335.3 

eV) is incomplete under such conditions and the spectral component at 337.8 eV related to Pd2+-

O-Ce moieties remains visible. Stabilization of Pd2+ in strong interaction with ceria is most notable 

for medium PdFSP sample.  
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Fig. S26. TPR-CO data. As follows from the TPR curves, the extent of reduction by CO depends 

on the size of PdFSP samples. The low temperature region (<200 °C) is related to reduction of 

both Pd2+ and Ce4+ species as follows from Pd 3d (Fig. S25) and valence band RPES spectra (Fig. 

4(A)). 
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Fig. S27. Normalized in situ Raman spectra. The relative intensity of D-band, including 

extrinsic and intrinsic defects, and the width of F2g band increase following the decrease in PdFSP 

size. The peak intensity of peroxo species (826 cm-1) decreases with increasing size, indicating 

lower amount of oxygen vacancies.  
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Fig. S28. Normalized in situ Raman spectra for small FSP-CeO2 in various gas environments. 

In contrast to spectra of small PdFSP, the extrinsic defect band is absent (~660 cm-1, D2) in case 

of bare support of simillar size. Furthermore, the intensity of peroxo peak (829 cm-1) increases 

only slightly upon a switch from 16O2 to CO+16O2 over bare ceria, whereas an almost 3-fold 

increase was evident for small PdFSP (Fig. 4(E)). The switch between CO+16O2 and CO+18O2 feed 

did not cause any significant spectral changes in F2g band at 75 °C and 175 °C in contrast to small 

PdFSP. These experiments emhasize the role of Pd in enhancing oxygen mobility at palladium-

ceria interface under reaction conditions. 
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Fig. S29. Steady-state reaction rate measurements performed at 75 °C in various CO and O2 
mixtures. The slopes of the respective rate changes correspond to apparent reaction orders 

(nCO/O2). Prior to measurements, catalysts were stabilized in the reaction mixture at 75°C for ~14 

h (Fig. S30). GHSV ~240,000 ml gcat
-1 h-1, conversion kept below 8%. The very different responses 

of the reaction rates for small, medium and large PdFSP samples as a function of the reactant 

partial pressures emphasize the mechanistic differences in CO oxidation. As discussed in the main 

text, these different kinetics originate from the dependence of the redox properties of the 

palladium-ceria interface on the size of the ceria support. 
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Fig. S30. Time-on-stream behavior of PdFSP samples at 75 °C prior to reaction rate 
measurements. Conditions: 1% CO+1% O2 in He, GHSV ~240,000 ml gcat

-1 h-1. 
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Fig. S31. In situ DRIFTS spectra of PdFSP samples exposed to reaction mixture at 75 °C. 
Characteristic infrared regions of (a) carbonyl bands and (b) carbonate bands. Conditions: 1% 

CO+1% O2 in He (total flow 100 ml/min). Catalysts were pretreated in situ at 300 °C in 20% O2 

in He flow. Band assignment of carbonate region from refs (67, 68, 69). 
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Table S1. Characterization summary for PdFSP samples. 

Injection 

rate 

(ml/min) 

BET 
surface 
(m2/g) 

BET size 
(spherical) 
(nm) 

BET size 
(octahedral) 
(nm) 

XRD 
size 
(nm) 

TEM size 
(nm) 

Pd/Ce at. 
XPS 

Pd 
loading 
ICP-OES 
(wt %) 

1 284 3 5 5 4 (±1) 0.019 1.02 ± 0.01 

2.5 211 4 7 7 7 (±1) 0.022 1.03 ± 0.02 

5 206 4 7 8 8 (±1) 0.024 1.02 ± 0.03 

7.5 135 6 11 11 10 (±3) 0.027 1.04 ± 0.05 

10 117 7 13 14 13 (±4) 0.033 1.04 ± 0.05 

12.5 99 8 15 16 15 (±5) 0.037 1.07 ± 0.01 

15 76 11 19 19 18 (±3) 0.041 1.07 ± 0.01 

 

Table S2. Quantification of H2-TPR data. 

 PdFSP  PdFSPimp 

Size 
TEM 

(nm)  

H2 /Pdtotal 

(mol/mol) 

H2 
(mmol/gcat)  

H2 
(μmol/m2) 

Size 
TEM 

(nm)  

H2 /Pdtotal 

(mol/mol) 

H2 
(mmol/gcat) 

H2  
(μmol/m2) 

4 (±1) 16.9  1.58  5.6 5 (±1) 13.5  1.27  7.2 

7 (±1) 11.0  1.04  4.9 7 (±1) 4.7  0.44  2.4 

8 (±1) 4.9  0.46  2.2 9 (±2) 4.1  0.39  3.0 

10 (±3) 5.4  0.51  3.8 11 (±2) 2.9  0.27  2.3 

13 (±4) 2.0  0.19  1.6 15 (±3) 1.3  0.12  1.2 

15 (±5) 1.8  0.17  1.7 17 (±3) 1.3  0.12  1.4 

18 (±3) 1.7  0.16  2.1 19 (±5) 1.1  0.11  1.5 
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Table S3. Summary of the EXAFS fitting. 

S0
2 value (0.83) was determined from fitting of Pd foil spectrum and was used for the fitting of 

Pd-CeO2 samples. ΔE0 was shared for all the shells, while σ2 and ΔR values were shared within 
each shell. The errors indicate the uncertainties of fitting results derived from Artemis software 

(70). 

 

Sample Path R [Å] CN σ2 [Å2] ΔE0 [eV] 
R-factor 
[%] 

PdFSP – S Pd-O 1.99 ± 0.01 3.9 ± 0.5 0.002 ± 0.002 1.9 ± 1.4 2.2 

 Pd-Ce 3.17 ± 0.02 2.4 ± 1.5 0.007 ± 0.005   

PdFSP – M Pd-O 1.99 ± 0.01 3.9 ± 0.5 0.002 ± 0.002 2.6 ± 1.3 1.9 

 Pd-Ce  3.18 ± 0.02 3.3 ± 1.7 0.009 ± 0.005   

PdFSP – L Pd-O 1.99 ± 0.01 3.7 ± 0.4 0.001 ± 0.001 2.0 ± 1.5 1.7 

 Pd-Pd 2.71 ± 0.03 1.1 ± 1.0 0.011 ± 0.006   

 Pd-Ce 3.21 ± 0.03 3.2 ± 1.8 0.011 ± 0.006   

PdFSP – S used Pd-O 1.99 ± 0.01 4.1 ± 0.5 0.002 ± 0.002 1.6 ± 1.3 2.2 

 Pd-Ce 3.17 ± 0.02  3.1 ± 1.6 0.007 ± 0.004   

PdFSP – M used Pd-O 1.99 ± 0.01 3.5 ± 0.5 0.002 ± 0.002 1.5 ± 1.7 1.9 

 Pd-Pd 2.69 ± 0.02 1.0 ± 1.0 0.011 ± 0.004   

 Pd-Ce 3.19 ± 0.02 4.1 ± 1.8 0.011 ± 0.004   

PdFSP – L used Pd-O 2.00 ± 0.01 3.7 ± 0.6 0.002 ± 0.001 1.6 ± 1.9 2.4 

 Pd-Pd 2.71 ± 0.03 1.1 ± 1.1 0.010 ± 0.006   

 Pd-Ce 3.21 ± 0.03 2.9 ± 1.8 0.010 ± 0.006   

Pd foil Pd-Pd 2.74 ± 0.02 12.0 0.006 ± 0.001 4.8 ± 0.4 0.2 
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Table S4. Characterization summary for PdFSPimp samples. 

Injection 

rate 

(ml/min) 

BET 
surface 
(m2/g) 

BET size 
(spherical) 
(nm) 

BET size 
(octahedral) 
(nm) 

XRD 
size 
(nm) 

TEM size 
(nm) 

Pd/Ce at. 
XPS 

Pd 
loading 
ICP-OES 
(wt %) 

1 177 5 8 6 5 (±1) 0.020 1.03 ± 0.01 

2.5 183 5 8 7 7 (±1) 0.022 1.02 ± 0.01 

5 129 6 11 9 9 (±2) 0.023 1.01 ± 0.01 

7.5 117 7 13 11 11 (±2) 0.027 1.00 ± 0.01 

10 97 9 15 15 15 (±3) 0.034 1.00 ± 0.01 

12.5 86 10 17 16 17 (±3) 0.038 0.97 ± 0.01 

15 72 12 20 19 19 (±5) 0.038 1.01 ± 0.04 

 

Table S5. RPES data for samples exposed to 1 mbar of CO at 175 °C. 

Sample DCe3+/DCe4+ (RER) Ce3+/Cetotal (%) 

PdFSP – S 1.405 20.3 

PdFSP – M 1.030 15.8 

PdFSP – L 0.537 8.9 

bare FSP-CeO2 - S 0.455 7.6 

 

Table S6. Pulsing CO titration at 175 °C. 

Sample COconsumed (mmol gcat
-1) COcons./Pdtot. ICP (mol/mol) 

PdFSP – 4 nm (S) 1.02 10.9 

PdFSP – 7 nm 0.87 9.3 

PdFSP – 8 nm (M) 0.54 5.8 

PdFSP – 10 nm 0.45 4.8 

PdFSP – 13 nm (L) 0.39 4.2 

PdFSP – 15 nm 0.32 3.4 
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Table S7. Reaction orders measured at 75 ºC. All catalysts were stabilized on the stream (1%CO 

+1%O2 in He) at 75 ºC for at least 14h prior to the measurements. GHSV ~240,000 ml gcat
-1 h-1, 

conversion kept below 5%. 

Sample CO O2 

PdFSP – 4 nm (small) 1.30 ± 0.09 -0.17 ± 0.01 

PdFSP – 7 nm 1.26 ± 0.06 -0.13 ± 0.01 

PdFSP – 8 nm (medium) 0.27 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.04 

PdFSP – 13 nm (large)  0.16 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.02 

PdFSP – 18 nm 0.01 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.03 

PdFSPimp – 5 nm 1.02 ± 0.11 -0.07 ± 0.01 

PdFSPimp – 7 nm 0.75 ± 0.09 0.01 ± 0.01 

PdFSPimp – 9 nm 0.52 ± 0.06 0.05 ± 0.02 

PdFSPimp – 15 nm 0.20 ± 0.02 0.20 ± 0.01 

0.46 wt% PdFSPimp -15 nm 0.27 ± 0.02 0.20 ± 0.01 

 

Table S8. Lattice parameter values determined from Rietveld refinement. 

Sample a (Å) 
Rwp 

(%) 
Sample a (Å) 

Rwp 

(%) 
Sample a (Å) 

Rwp 

(%) 

CeO2  

5 nm 
5.4111(5) 4.744 

PdFSP  

4 nm 
5.4113(8) 4.723 

PdFSPimp 

5 nm 
5.4112(6) 4.298 

CeO2  

7 nm 
5.4111(3) 3.890 

PdFSP  

7 nm 
5.4112(2) 3.610 

PdFSPimp 

7 nm 
5.4111(6) 3.894 

CeO2  

8 nm 
5.4110(9) 3.623 

PdFSP  

8 nm 
5.4111(2) 3.284 

PdFSPimp 

9 nm 
5.4111(4) 3.351 

CeO2  

10 nm 
5.4110(6) 2.882 

PdFSP  

10 nm 
5.4110(9) 2.895 

PdFSPimp 

11 nm 
5.4110(9) 3.158 

CeO2  

13 nm 
5.4110(6) 2.881 

Pdone  

13 nm 
5.4110(7) 2.879 

PdFSPimp 

15nm 
5.4110(8) 2.934 
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